
 

Best Pressure Washer for under $300 - Buyers Guide – 
Conversion AI 
 
Best pressure washers are an essential home appliance for all homeowners. 
They help you to clean your home and yard in a fraction of the time it would 
take you with traditional methods. 
 
The best pressure washer under $300 will be able to handle most jobs around 
the house, but they won't be as powerful or versatile as a more expensive 
model.  
 
A pressure washer is a great way to clean your deck, driveway and patio but it 
can be tough to know which one you need. There are many different options 
available ranging from the power of the engine size all the way down to how 
fast they spray water.  
 
In this buyers guide I’ll break down some of these differences so that you can 
make an informed decision on what type would work best for your needs. 
 
Here’s our favourite Pressure Washers for under $300 
 
TEANDE 3800PSI Electric Pressure Washer, 2.8GPM 
 
If you're looking for a powerful pressure washer that is easy to use, then the 
TEANDE 3800PSI Electric Pressure Washer with 2.8 GPM should be your 
choice! Easily switch from low-pressure cleaning to high-pressure washing by 
adjusting the nozzle with 1 click. Add some soap and water, plug in and turn on 
the machine - it's time for any surface or tough carwash without using gallons 
of water. 
 
With features including the Total Stop System (to avoid accidents when you 
want to stop spraying), 1800 Watts Powerful Motor, Rubber Wheels on 
Aluminum Frame Rods in Radial Style - so you can go up steps or curbs without 
scratching them, durable aluminum nozzles, a low center of gravity, and an 
easily maneuverable design make this 3000 PSI max rated pressure washer one 
worth the money.  
 



 
SIMPSON Cleaning MS60763-S MegaShot Gas Pressure Washer 
 
Sometimes you just need to get your dirty job done. And when it comes down 
to it, dirt needs a powerful cleaner. This MegaShot MS60763-S uses the precise 
power of an engine in order to offer efficient cleaning with less hassle and 
better results. Premium residential engine by Kohler—a company dedicated to 
manufacturing quality products —provides reliable and durable performance 
at each step of its life span.  
 
With original OEM Technologies axial pump, this pressure washer is 
maintenance free for worry-free operation between cleanings and services.  
 
The included MorFlex hose has been carefully designed; crafted with memory 
to resist kinking, abrasion resistant and equipped M22 connection that resists 
corrosion and wear caused by repetitive use. 
 
This gas pressure washer packs the muscle you need making it perfect as a DIY 
appliance or commercial unit in any facility. 
 
Westinghouse WPX3200 Gas Powered Pressure Washer 
 
This is not just a cleaner, it’s a tank. Westinghouse WPX3200 Gas Powered 
Pressure Washer power and strength levels are nothing short of prodigious 
when used to clean filthy car surfaces like undercarriage, engines or hubcaps.  
 
The WPX3200 gas powered pressure washer pumps out 3200 PSI of power 
from its 212cc 4-stroke Westinghouse engine for the kind of strength you need 
to tackle seriously dirty tasks. It includes everything you need for heavy duty 
cleaning like our never-flat wheels that allow easy mobility around sharp edges 
without flipping over or dragging along surface grime;  
 
The Westinghouse WPX3200 has been a favorite of professionals and 
homeowners looking for high-powered, reliable pressure washers for some 
time. 
 
Sun Joe SPX3000 2030 Pressure Washer 
 
The Sun Joe Pressure Washer is designed for tough jobs at high or low pressure 
settings. The powerful, 2030 PSI/1.76 GPM (Jet) spray gun will tackle any job a 



homeowner needs without the hassle or fumes of gas engines. This power 
washer delivers water with 1000% more surface contact to get your surfaces 
spotless in no time-even when you’re using less soap! Dial in your wetsand 
blast and amaze yourself with what it can do! 
 
This powerful yet lightweight pressure washer offers a Total Stop System that 
automatically turns the water flow off when out of the water that prevents 
unnecessary wear and tear on motors or engines. With Dual detergent tanks to 
tackle tough tasks like sugar slime or set-in stains, it doesn’t hurt anything; 
 
Karcher K5 Premium Electric Power Pressure Washer, 2000 PSI 
 
The innovative Karcher K5 Premium is one of the best pressure washers on the 
market. With an onboard water tank, you'll save time by not having to deal 
with attaching and detaching a hose from your spigot every three minutes.  
 
The built-in wand design makes cleaning hard to reach areas easy! Plus, it has 
the power behind enough pressure for any job, including tough ones like 
removing old paint or grime that traditional soap can't get off. 
 
The really important thing about this product is that it's electric - no more gas 
fumes getting into your nose and lungs while you work. 
 
Final thoughts on the Best Pressure Washer for under $300 
 
If you're looking for a high-quality pressure washer without having to spend a 
ton of money, the Sun Joe SPX3000 is one of your best options. 


